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Abstract: We study the neutralino being the Lightest Supersymmetric Particle (LSP)
as a cold Dark Matter (DM) candidate with a mass less than 40 GeV in the framework
of the Next-to-Minimal-Supersymmetric-Standard-Model (NMSSM). We find that with
the current collider constraints from LEP, the Tevatron and the LHC, there are three
types of light DM solutions consistent with the direct/indirect searches as well as the relic
abundance considerations: (i) A1, H1-funnels, (ii) stau coannihilation and (iii) sbottom
coannihilation. Type-(i) may take place in any theory with a light scalar (or pseudo-scalar)
near the LSP pair threshold; while Type-(ii) and (iii) could occur in the framework of
Minimal-Supersymmetric-Standard-Model (MSSM) as well. We present a comprehensive
study on the properties of these solutions and point out their immediate relevance to the
experiments of the underground direct detection such as superCDMS and LUX/LZ, and
the astro-physical indirect search such as Fermi-LAT. We also find that the decays of the
SM-like Higgs boson may be modified appreciably and the new decay channels to the light
SUSY particles may be sizable. The new light CP-even and CP-odd Higgs bosons will
decay to a pair of LSPs as well as other observable final states, leading to interesting new
Higgs phenomenology at colliders. For the light sfermion searches, the signals would be
very challenging to observe at the LHC given the current bounds. However, a high energy
and high luminosity lepton collider, such as the ILC, would be able to fully cover these
scenarios by searching for events with large missing energy plus charged tracks or displaced
vertices.
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1 Introduction
The identification of the particle dark matter (DM) is one of the most challenging tasks in
theoretical and experimental particle physics. Although the extensive searches to date yield
null results, tremendous progress has been made in recent years in the underground direct
searches [1–10], in the indirect astrophysical searches [11–13], and at colliders [15–17].
From the theoretical point of view, the weakly interacting massive particle (WIMP)
remains to be a highly motivated candidate (for a recent review, see, e.g., Ref. [18]). To
reach the correct relic abundance in the current epoch, a WIMP mass is roughly at the
order
MWIMP <∼
g2
0.3
1.8 TeV. (1.1)
The upper bound miraculously coincides with the new physics scale expected based on
the “naturalness” argument for electroweak physics. There is thus a high hope that the
search for a WIMP dark matter may be intimately related to the discovery of TeV scale
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Models DM (< 40 GeV) Annihilation
Funnels NMSSM Bino/Singlino χ˜01χ˜
0
1 → A1, H1 → SM
Co-ann. MSSM & NMSSM Bino/Singlino χ˜01χ˜
0
1 → ff¯ ; χ˜01f˜ → V f ; f˜ f˜ ′ → ff ′
Table 1. Possible solutions for light (< 40 GeV) neutralino DM in MSSM and NMSSM.
new physics. However, the precise value of the WIMP mass and the exact relic abundance
heavily depend on the dynamics in a specific model.
It is interesting to understand the viable WIMP mass range under current experimen-
tal constraints. While the dark matter direct detection experiments probe the dark matter
at around a few hundred GeV with high sensitivity, the sensitivity drops significantly for
the light dark matter given the limitation from the energy threshold of a given experi-
ment. Light WIMP dark matter and its related sector, on the other hand, typically receive
strong experimental constraints from various dark matter related searches, especially direct
searches at lepton colliders. These factors make proper light WIMP DM candidate in a
given model very restricted, sometimes tuned to rely on specific kinematics and dynamics.
A comprehensive examination of light DM candidates in the low mass range is then in
demand. Indeed, there have been interesting excesses in annual modulation by the DAMA
collaboration [1], and in direct measurements by CoGeNT [2]1, CRESST [3] and CDMS [4]
experiments that could be interpreted as signals from a low mass dark matter. The tanta-
lizing events from the gamma ray spectrum [20] from the Galactic Center in the Fermi-LAT
data could also be attributed to contributions from low mass dark matter annihilation [21].
To convincingly establish a WIMP DM candidate in the low mass region, it is ultimately
important to reach consistent observations among the direct detection, indirect detection
and collider searches for the common underlying physics such as mass, spin and coupling
strength.
Supersymmetric (SUSY) theories are well motivated to understand the large hierarchy
between the electroweak scale and the Planck scale. The lightest supersymmetric particle
(LSP) can serve as a viable DM candidate. In the Minimal-Supersymmetric-Standard-
Model (MSSM), the lightest neutralino serves as the best DM candidate (for a review, see,
e.g., Ref. [22]). The absence of the DM signal from the direct detection in underground
experiments as well as the missing energy searches at colliders, however, has significantly
constrained theory parameter space. The relic abundance consideration leads to a few
favorable scenarios for a (sub) TeV DM, namely Z/h/A funnels, and LSP-sfermion coan-
nihilation. For heavier gauginos, the “well-tempered” spectrum [23] may still be valid. For
some recent related works on SUSY DM after the Higgs boson discovery, see Refs. [24–34].
In this paper, we explore the implications of a low mass neutralino LSP dark matter
in the mass window 2−40 GeV in the framework of the Next-to-Minimal-Supersymmetric-
Standard-Model (NMSSM, see Ref. [35] for a recent review). The robust bounds on the
chargino mass from LEP experiments disfavored the Wino-like and Higgsino-like neutrali-
nos, and forced a light LSP largely Bino-like or Singlino-like, or an admixture of these
1For a recent independent analysis, see Ref. [19].
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two. However, those states do not annihilate efficiently to the SM particles in the early
universe. Guided by the necessary efficient annihilation to avoid overclosing the universe,
we tabulate in Table 1 the potentially effective processes, where the first row indicates the
funnel processes near the light Higgs resonances, and the second row lists the coannihila-
tion among the light SUSY states. There is another possibility of combined contributions
from the s-channel Z-boson and SM-like Higgs boson, as well as the t-channel light stau
(∼ 100 GeV). For more details, see Refs. [31, 32].
With a comprehensive scanning procedure, we confirm three types of viable light DM
solutions consistent with the direct/indirect searches as well as the relic abundance consid-
erations: (i) A1, H1-funnels, (ii) LSP-stau coannihilation and (iii) LSP-sbottom coanni-
hilation. Type-(i) may take place in any theory with a light scalar (or pseudo-scalar) near
the LSP pair threshold; while Type-(ii) and (iii) could occur in the framework of MSSM
as well. These possible solutions all have very distinctive features from the perspective of
DM astrophysics and collider phenomenology. We present a comprehensive study on the
properties of these solutions and focus on the observational aspects of them at colliders,
including new phenomena in Higgs physics, missing energy searches and light sfermion
searches. The decays of the SM-like Higgs boson may be modified appreciably and the new
decay channels to the light SUSY particles may be sizable. The new light CP-even and
CP-odd Higgs bosons will decay to a pair of LSPs as well as other observable final states,
leading to rich new Higgs phenomenology at colliders. For the light sfermion searches, the
signals would be very difficult to observe at the CERN Large Hadron Collider (LHC) when
the LSP mass is nearly degenerate with the parent. However, a lepton collider, such as
the International Linear Collider (ILC), would be able to uncover these scenarios benefited
from its high energy, high luminosity, and the clean experimental environment.
This paper is organized as follows. In Sec. 2, we first define the LSP dark matter
in the NMSSM, and outline its interactions with the SM particles. We list the relevant
model parameters with broad ranges, and compile the current bounds from the collider
experiments on them. We then search for the viable solutions in the low mass region by
scanning a large volume of parameters. Having shown the existence of these interesting
solutions, we comment on the connection to the existing and upcoming experiments for
the direct and indirect searches of the WIMP DM. Focused on the light DM solutions, we
study the potential signals of the unique new Higgs physics, light sbottom and stau at the
LHC in Sec. 3 and the ILC Sec. 4. We summarize our results and conclude in Sec. 5.
2 Light Neutralino Dark Matter
2.1 Neutralino Sector in the NMSSM
In the NMSSM, the neutralino DM candidate is the lightest eigenstate of the neutralino
mass matrix [35], which can be written as
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MN˜0 =

M1 0 −g1 vd√2 g1
vu√
2
0
M2 g2
vd√
2
−g2 vu√2 0
0 −µ −λvu
∗ 0 −λvd
2κλµ
 (2.1)
in the gauge interaction basis of Bino B˜, Wino W˜ 0, Higgsinos H˜0d and H˜
0
u, and Singlino
S˜. Here λ, κ are the singlet-doublet mixing and the singlet cubic interaction couplings,
respectively [35], and we have adopted the convention of v2d + v
2
u = (174 GeV)
2. The light
neutralino, assumed to be the LSP DM candidate, can then be expressed as
χ˜01 = N11B˜ +N12W˜
0 +N13H˜
0
d +N14H˜
0
u +N15S˜, (2.2)
where Nij are elements of matrix N that diagonalize neutralino mass matrix MN˜0 :
N∗MN˜0N
−1 = Diag{mχ˜01 ,mχ˜02 ,mχ˜03 ,mχ˜04 ,mχ˜05}, (2.3)
with increasing mass ordering for mχ˜0i
.
Given the current chargino constraints, a favorable SUSY DM candidate could be
either Bino-like, Singlino-like or Bino-Singlino mixed. In most cases, the DM follows the
properties of the lightest (in absolute value) diagonal entry. Similar to Bino-Wino mixing
via Higgsinos, Bino and Singlino do not mix directly: they mix through the Higgsinos.
The mixing reaches maximum when M1 ∼ 2κ/λµ from simple matrix argument. This
Bino-Singlino mixing is the only allowed large mixing with light DM candidate due to LEP
bounds. A particularly interesting case is the Peccei-Quinn limit [36, 37], when the singlet
cubic coupling is small: κ → 0, and both the singlet-like (CP-odd) Higgs boson and the
Singlino can be light.
Under the limit of either a Bino-like LSP N11 ≈ 1 or a Singlino-like LSP N15 ≈ 1, the
couplings of the physical Higgs bosons and the LSP are
Hiχ˜
0
1χ˜
0
1 (i = 1, 2, 3) : g1N11
[
ξhvi (cβN13 − sβN14)− ξHvi (sβN13 + cβN14)
]
+
√
2λN15
[
ξhvi (sβN13 + cβN14) + ξ
Hv
i (cβN13 − sβN14)
]
−
√
2κξSi N
2
15
Aiχ˜
0
1χ˜
0
1 (i = 1, 2) : −ig1N11ξAi [sβN13 − cβN14]
−i
√
2λN15ξ
A
i [cβN13 + sβN14]− i
√
2κξASi N
2
15, (2.4)
where ξi are the mixing matrix elements for the Higgs fields with
Hi = ξ
hv
i hv + ξ
Hv
i Hv + ξ
S
i S, Ai = ξ
A
i A+ ξ
AS
i AS , (2.5)
in the basis of (hv, Hv, S) for the CP-even Higgs sector and (A,AS) for the CP-odd Higgs
sector.2 In the limit of a decoupling MSSM Higgs sector plus a singlet, the singlet-like
Higgs has ξS ≈ 1 and the SM-like Higgs has ξhv ≈ 1.
2In the basis of (hv, Hv, S), hv =
√
2[cosβ Re(H0d) + sinβ Re(H
0
u)] couples to the SM particles with
exactly the SM coupling strength; while Hv =
√
2[− sinβ Re(H0d) + cosβ Re(H0u))] does not couple to the
SM W and Z. Similarly, A and AS are the CP-odd MSSM Higgs and singlet Higgs, respectively [37].
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Specifically, in the Bino-like LSP scenario,
N11 ≈ 1, N15 ≈ 0, N13 ≈ mZsW
µ
sβ, N14 ≈ −mZsW
µ
cβ, (2.6)
Hiχ˜
0
1χ˜
0
1 : g1N11
mZsW
µ
[
ξhvi s2β + ξ
Hv
i c2β
]
−
√
2κξSi N
2
15, (2.7)
Aiχ˜
0
1χ˜
0
1 : −ig1N11
mZsW
µ
ξAi − i
√
2κξASi N
2
15. (2.8)
The couplings to the SM-like or MSSM-like Higgs bosons are proportional to the Bino-
Higgsino mixing of the order O(mZsW /µ). The coupling to the SM-like Higgs with ξhvi ≈
1, ξHvi  1 is roughly s2β +ξHvi c2β, and is typically suppressed for tanβ > 1. The coupling
to the MSSM-like Higgs with ξHvi ≈ 1, ξhvi  1, on the other hand, is unsuppressed. The
couplings to the singlet-like (CP-even and CP-odd) Higgs bosons are suppressed by N215.
In the Singlino-like LSP scenario,
N11 ≈ 0, N15 ≈ 1, N13 ≈ −λv
µ
cβ, N14 ≈ −λv
µ
sβ, (2.9)
Hiχ˜
0
1χ˜
0
1 : −
√
2λN15
λv
µ
[
ξhvi s2β + ξ
Hv
i c2β
]
−
√
2κξSi N
2
15, (2.10)
Aiχ˜
0
1χ˜
0
1 : i
√
2N15
λv
µ
ξAi − i
√
2κξASi N
2
15. (2.11)
The couplings to the SM-like or MSSM-like Higgs bosons are proportional to the Singlino-
Higgsino mixing of the order O(λv/µ). The contributions from the hv and Hv components
follow the same relation as in the Bino-like LSP case above. The coupling to the singlet-like
Higgs can be approximated as −√2κN215, proportional to the Singlino component and the
PQ symmetry-breaking parameter κ.
Neutralinos couple to fermion-sfermion through their Bino, Wino and Higgsino com-
ponents, proportional to the corresponding U(1)Y Hyper charge, SU(2)L charge and tanβ
modified Yukawa couplings. For the Bino-like LSP, the coupling is dominated by the U(1)Y
Hyper charge. For the Singlino-like LSP, the couplings to the SM fermions are more com-
plex as the leading contributions depend on the mixing with the gauginos and Higgsinos.
2.2 Parameters and Constraints
There are 15 parameters relevant to our low-mass DM consideration. In the Higgs sector
with a doublet and a singlet, the tree-level parameters are mAtree ,
3 tanβ, µ, λ, κ and
Aκ, and loop-level correction parameters on the stop sector MQ3, MU3 and At. These
parameters also determine the Higgsino masses, Singlino mass and make strong connections
between these particle sectors. The soft SUSY breaking gaugino mass M1 governs the Bino
mass. To explore the sfermion coannihilation with the LSP, we choose the third generation
of stau and sbottom as benchmarks by including ML3, ME3 and Aτ for stau, and MD3
and Ab for sbottom. The third generation sfermion sectors are expected to potentially
have large mixing and small masses from the theoretical point of view, and as well are
3mAtree is the tree-level MSSM CP-odd Higgs mass parameter, defined as m
2
Atree =
2µ
sin 2β
(Aλ+
κ
λ
µ) [34,
35].
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General Scenario-dedicated Scan
Scan Sbottom Stau H1, A1-funnels
mAtree [0,3000] . . . . . . . . .
tanβ [1,55] . . . . . . . . .
µ [100,500] . . . . . . . . .
|Aκ| [0,1000] . . . . . . . . .
λ [0,1] . . . . . . [0.01,0.6]
κ [0,1] either κ ∈ [2, 30]λ/(2µ)
|M1| [0,500] or M1 ∈ [2, 30], or both
MQ3, MU3 [0,3000] . . . . . . . . .
|At| [0,4000] . . . . . . . . .
MD3 [0,3000] [0,80] 3000
|Ab| [0,4000] . . . 0
ML3,ME3 [0,3000] 3000 [0,500] 3000
|Aτ | [0,4000] 0 [0,2000] 0
Table 2. The parameters and ranges considered. The symbols “. . .” in entries indicate the scanning
ranges the same as the ones in the general scan.
the least constrained sectors from the phenomenological perspective. We decouple other
squarks and sleptons by setting their masses at 3 TeV and other trilinear mass terms to
be zero. The range for µ parameter is mainly motivated by the LEP lower bounds on the
chargino mass. The upper bounds of superparticle mass parameters and the µ parameter
are motivated by the naturalness argument [30, 38].
In the rest of the study, we employ a comprehensive random scan over these 15 pa-
rameters, which are summarized in Table 2. The second column presents the parameter
ranges for our general scan. To effectively look for possible solutions, we also device sev-
eral scenario-dedicated scans as listed in the other columns: sbottom-scan, stau-scan and
A1, H1-funnels scan with certain relationship enforced and simplified parameters for differ-
ent scenarios. The combinations for κ and M1 are motivated by focusing on the Bino-like
and Singlino-like LSP. In addition, we also choose several benchmarks as seeds and vary the
DM mass parameters accordingly. This helps us to examine the possibility of Bino-Singlino
mixture as well as solutions with fixed sfermion masses.
Focusing on the light DM scenarios motivated in Table 1, and guided by the relevant
collider bounds to be discussed in the next section, we adopt the following theoretical and
experimental constraints for the rest of the study:
• 2σ window of the SM-like Higgs boson mass: 122.7− 128.7 GeV, with linearly added
estimated theoretical uncertainties of ±2 GeV included.
• 2σ windows of the SM-like Higgs bosons cross sections for γγ, ZZ, W+W−, τ+τ−
and bb¯ final states with different production modes.
• Bounds on the other Higgs searches from LEP, the Tevatron and the LHC.
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Figure 1. Z boson partial decay widths (left panel) and coupling parameters |N213−N214| , cos2 θb˜,
cos2 θτ˜ (right panel) to the pairs χ˜
0
1χ˜
0
1 (red), b˜1b˜1 (green) and τ˜1τ˜1 (blue) versus the neutralino and
sfermion masses. Constraints on ∆Γinv in Eq. (2.12) and ∆Γtot in Eq. (2.13) are imposed.
• LEP, Tevatron and LHC constraints on searches for supersymmetric particles, such
as charignos, sleptons and squarks.
• Bounds on Z boson invisible width and hadronic width.
• B-physics constrains, including b→ sγ, Bs → µ+µ−, B → χsµ+µ− and B+ → τ+ντ ,
as well as ∆ms, ∆md, mηb(1S) and Υ(1S)→ aγ, hγ.
• Theoretical constraints such as physical global minimum, no tachyonic solutions, and
so on.
We use modified NMSSMTools 4.2.1 [39] to search for viable DM solutions that satisfy the
above conditions.
2.3 Highlights from Experimental Bounds
The absence of deviations from the SM predictions on precision observables as well as null
results on new physics direct searches put strong bounds on the parameters. We take them
into account to guide our DM study. In this subsection, we highlight some specific collider
constraints that are very relevant to our light neutralino DM study.
2.3.1 Bounds on Light Neutralino LSP
Precision measurements of Z-boson’s invisible width put strong constraint on the light
neutralino LSP. The 95% C.L. upper limit on Z boson invisible width is [40]
∆Γinv < 2.0 MeV. (2.12)
Z boson coupling to neutralino LSP pairs is proportional to N214 − N213 and vanishes
when tanβ = 1. This coupling could also be small when the LSP is “decoupled” from
Higgsinos, e.g., for a Bino-like LSP with |µ|  |M1|, g1vu,d or a Singlino-like LSP with
|µ|  2|κ/λµ|, |λ|vu,d.
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We show the impact of Eq. (2.12) on the relevant mass and coupling parameters in
Fig. 1. The left panel shows in red the scanning results of Γ(Z → χ˜01χ˜01) as a function of
mχ˜01 . The resulting |N213 −N214|, which governs the Zχ˜01χ˜01 coupling, is shown in the right
panel (red). Its typical value is near 0.1. The increasing in the allowed range for larger
mχ˜01 is due to the extra phase space suppression near the Z decay threshold. For tanβ > 1
and negligible Z decay phase space suppression, this requires µ >∼ 140 GeV for the Bino
limit shown in Eq. (2.6) and µ/λ & 540 GeV for the Singlino limit shown in Eq. (2.9).
The property of the neutralino LSP is constrained by the invisible decay branching
fraction of the observed 126 GeV Higgs as well, with the 95% C.L. upper limit of Brinv
around 56% [41] from indirect fitting with current observed production and decays. Current
direct searches on Higgs to invisible from ZH associated production and VBF set limits
of Brinv < 75% [42] and Brinv < 58% [43]. Limits from other searching channels such as
mono-jet and WH associated productions can also contribute (see, e.g., Ref. [44]) and are
relatively weak as well.
2.3.2 Bounds on Light Sfermions
Superpartners of light quarks and leptons are in general excluded up to a few hundred GeV
with arbitrary mass splittings [45] and are not suitable to be the NLSP to coannihilate
with light neutralino LSP. The stop quark has been excluded up to 63 GeV at LEP [46] for
arbitrary mixing angles and splittings. Sneutrino is in general unlikely to coannihilate with
the light Bino-like LSP, because the Z-boson invisible width searches forbid light sneutrino.
Only sbottom and stau could coannihilate with the light neutralino LSP.
Light sbottom and stau also contribute to the Z hadronic width. The current experi-
mental precision on Z boson decay width is 2.4952± 0.0023 GeV [40], leading to
∆Γtot < 4.7 MeV at 95% C.L., (2.13)
which includes a theoretical uncertainty of ∼ 0.5 MeV based on a complete calculation
with electroweak two-loop corrections [47].
The couplings of the Z to the sfermions depend on the mixing angles of the sfermions,
which are originated from the left-right mixing in the sfermion mass matrices. We take
the mixing angle θf˜ convention that lighter mass eigenstate of the sfermions follows f˜1 =
cos θf˜ f˜L + sin θf˜ f˜R. The Z boson coupling to the sfermions can then be expressed as
Zf˜1f˜1 : g
L
f cos
2 θf˜ + g
R
f sin
2 θf˜ , (2.14)
with gLf = −(T3f −Qf sin2 θw) and gRf = Qf sin2 θw being the left-handed and right-handed
chiral couplings of the corresponding SM fermions. To minimize the Zf˜1f˜1 coupling in or-
der to suppress the contribution to Γtot, θf˜ needs to be near the Z-decoupling value:
tan2 θmin
f˜
= −gLf /gRf . For a sbottom (down-type squark), tan2 θminf˜ equals 5.49, prefer-
ring the lighter sbottom to be right-handed. For a stau (slepton), tan2 θmin
f˜
equals 1.16,
preferring the lighter stau to be an even mixture of τ˜L and τ˜R.
The left panel of Fig. 1 shows the scanning results of Γ(Z → b˜1b˜1, τ˜1τ˜1) as a function
of mb˜1 , mτ˜1 after imposing ∆Γtot < 4.7 MeV. The resulting mixing parameters cos
2 θf˜
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f˜ mmin( GeV) Ref. Condition
76 DELPHI [48] b˜→ bχ˜0, all θb˜, ∆m > 7 GeV
b˜ 89 ALEPH [46] b˜→ bχ˜0, all θb˜, ∆m > 10 GeV
645 ATLAS [49, 50] b˜→ bχ˜01, mχ˜01 < 100 GeV, for mb˜ > 100 GeV
τ˜ 26.3 (81.9) DELPHI [48] τ˜ → τ χ˜01,∆m > mτ (15 GeV), all θτ˜
Table 3. Collider constraints on the sbottom and stau. Some of above constraints are from the
Review of Particle Physics [45].
are shown in the right panel. For the light sbottom, it is almost completely right-handed
with cos θb˜ ≈ 0, mb˜1 & 16 GeV. For the light stau, a wide range of cos2 θτ˜ . 0.25 can be
accommodated with mτ˜1 & 32 GeV, especially for large mτ˜1 when there is extra kinematic
suppression in phase space.
Light sbottom and light stau are also constrained by many other collider searches,
as summarized in Table 3. The LEP constraints on sfermion pair productions excludes
sbottom and stau . 80−90 GeV with relatively large mass splitting ∆m = mb˜,τ˜ −mχ˜01 & 5
GeV, independent of sfermion mixing angles. Once ∆m becomes small (. 5 GeV), the
LEP constraints could be relaxed. Mono-photon searches at LEP [15] could constrain
the extreme degenerate LSP and NLSP sfermion. The limits, however, do not apply for
GeV level mass splitting due to hadronic activity veto applied in the analysis. There are
currently no LHC bounds on stau yet. The existing analysis for sbottom searches at the
LHC are optimized for heavy (> 100 GeV) sbottom and larger mass splitting. These bounds
are applicable to the heavier sbottom b˜2 after taking into account the branching fraction
modifications for b˜2 decay. To summarize, as a result of stringent collider constraints, the
coannihilator sfermions considered in this paper are in the rather narrow ranges
Stau : mτ˜1 = (32− 45) GeV with ∆m = mτ˜ −mχ˜01 < (3− 5) GeV, (2.15)
Sbottom : mb˜1 = (16− 45) GeV with ∆m = mb˜ −mχ˜01 < 7 GeV. (2.16)
2.3.3 Bounds on Light Higgs Bosons
Current measurements of the Higgs properties at the LHC, in particular the discovery
modes H → γγ and H → ZZ∗ both point to the 126 GeV Higgs being very SM-like.
For the NMSSM, it is conceivable to have light Higgs bosons from the singlet Higgs fields,
especially in the approximate PQ-symmetry limit of the NMSSM. These light Higgs bosons
could be either CP-even or CP-odd. A light CP-even Higgs boson also appears in the
non-decoupling solution of the MSSM [51]. They could give rise to new decay channels
of the SM-like Higgs boson observed at the LHC and thus would be constrained by the
current observations [44, 52]. If the light Higgs bosons are present in the main annihilation
channels for the DM, such as in the case of A1, H1-funnels, slight mixing with the MSSM
Higgs sector is required to ensure large enough cross sections for χ˜01χ˜
0
1 → A1/H1 → SM
particles in the early universe. If sizable spin-independent direct detection rate is desired
and mainly mediated by singlet-like light CP-even Higgs boson, its sizable mixing with the
MSSM CP-even sector is required as well. LEP experiments have made dedicated searches
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for light Higgs bosons and have tight constraints on the MSSM components of the light
Higgs ξhv1 and ξ
Hv
1 . NMSSMTools [39] has incorporated all these constraints on the light
Higgs bosons. Hadron collider searches on light CP-odd Higgs bosons are also included.
2.3.4 Relic Abundance Considerations
In the multi-variable parameter space in the NMSSM, the collider constraints presented in
the previous sections serve as the starting point for viable solutions. In connection with the
direct and indirect searches, the DM related observables, such as Spin-Independent (SI)
cross sections σSIp,n, Spin-Dependent (SD) cross sections σ
SD
p,n, indirect search rate 〈σv〉 and
relic density Ωh2 are calculated with MicrOmegas 2.2 [53] integrated with NMSSMTools.
Furthermore, we choose the LSP to be neutralino and consider its contribution to the
current relic abundance. As for a rather tight requirement, we demand the calculated
relic density corresponding to the 2σ window of the observed relic density [13] plus 10%
theoretical uncertainty [29, 54]. To be conservative, we also consider a loose requirement
that the neutralino LSP partially provides DM relic, leaving room for other non-standard
scenarios such as multiple DM scenarios [55]. We thus choose the tight (loose) relic density
requirement as
0.0947 (0.001) < Ωχ˜01h
2 < 0.142, (2.17)
2.4 DM Properties
With a comprehensive scanning procedure over the 15 parameters as listed in Table 2,
we now present the interesting features of the viable LSP DM solutions and discuss their
implications and consequences.
We show the DM relic density Ωh2 (left panel) and the scaled4 spin-independent cross
section σSIp (right panel) versus the neutralino DM mass in Fig. 2. The red, green, and
blue dots are the points in the A1, H1-funnels, sbottom, and stau coannihilation regions,
respectively, which satisfy all constraints described in section 2.2 as well as direct detection
limits from the LUX [9] and superCDMS [10]. The grey shaded region shows the sbottom
coannihilation solutions that are excluded by direct detection. The horizontal line marks
the lower limit for the tight relic abundance requirement. On the right panel, the color
points (shaded regions) are the viable solutions that pass tight (loose) relic abundance con-
straints specified in Eq. (2.17). To gain some perspectives, also shown there are the 68% and
95% C.L. signal contours from CDMS II [4], the current 95% C.L. exclusion and projected
future exclusion limit from superCDMS, the current LUX result and future LZ expecta-
tion. The grey shaded region at the bottom is for the coherent neutrino-nucleus scattering
backgrounds [56], below which the signal extraction would be considerably harder.
As seen from the left panel of Fig. 2, all the three scenarios as in Table 1 could
provide the right amount of relic cold dark matter within the 2σ Planck region. However,
results from the DM direct detection have led to important constraints, cutting deep into
the regions consistent with the relic density considerations, in particular, for the sbottom
4DM direct detection observables are scaled with the ratio of the LSP relic density over the measured
value.
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Figure 2. Relic density (left panel) and scaled spin-independent cross section σSIp (right panel)
versus neutralino DM mass. All points pass constraints described in Sec. 2.2. The A1, H1-funnels,
sbottom coannihilation, stau coannihilation solutions are shown in red, green and blue dots, respec-
tively. Left panel: All points pass the LUX [9] and superCDMS [10] direct detection constraints.
The grey shaded region shows the sbottom coannihilation solutions that are excluded by direct de-
tection. The horizontal line is the lower limit for the tight relic requirement. Right panel: The color
points (shaded regions) are the viable solutions that pass tight (loose) relic abundance constraints
specified in Eq. (2.17). Also shown are the 68% and 95% C.L. signal contours from CDMS II [4]
(dotted black enclosed region), 95% C.L. exclusion and projected exclusion limits from superCDMS
(solid and dashed black) and LUX/LZ (solid and dashed magenta). The grey shaded region at the
bottom is for the coherent neutrino-nucleus scattering backgrounds [56].
coannihilation case. The direct detection in the sbottom coannihilation scenario receives
a large contribution from the light sbottom exchange, typically of the order 10−8 ∼ 10−5
pb, which is severely constrained by current searches from LUX and superCDMS. The
large shaded grey region of sbottom coannihilation solutions on the left panel of Fig. 2 is
excluded by the direct detection constraints. This is also seen on the right panel of Fig. 2
by the green dots mostly excluded by the direct detection. There is, however, a narrow dip
region for mb˜1 −mχ˜01 < 3 GeV when the direct detection rate could be suppressed below
the current limit (for example, see [57]). These small mass splittings indicate late freeze-
out of the coannihilator, resulting in a low relic density for the DM. For mb˜1 −mχ˜01 > mb,
the direct detection rate decreases slowly as the splitting increases. The collider searches
from LEP also exclude large mass splitting. Consequently, to survive direct detection,
loose relic density and collider constraints, the mass splittings typically need either to be
between 2 GeV to mb, or be as large as allowed by the LEP searches. On the other hand, the
A1, H1-funnels and stau coannihilation cases are not affected much by the direct detection
constraints. Only a small fraction of A1, H1-funnels and stau coannihilation solution is
excluded by the direct detection. For the A1, H1-funnel region, mχ˜01 spans over the whole
region of 2−40 GeV. For the sbottom (stau) coannihilation, only mχ˜01 & 10 (30) GeV is
viable due to the tight LEP constraints.
There are several recent studies on the possible “blind spot” for direct detection where
large accidental cancellation in the neutralino Higgs couplings occurs [31, 58, 59]. Ref. [59]
specifically pointed out the non-negligible cancellation between direct detection mediated
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Figure 3. Left panel: relic density versus the mass splitting |mA1,H1−2mχ˜01 |/mA1,H1 for A1-funnel
(red) and H1-funnel (blue). Grey points represent those with non-negligible s-channel Z boson
contributions. Right panel: the sfermion masses versus neutralino LSP mass for the coannihilation
regions. The shaded/dotted regions are those pass loose/tight relic density requirement for the
sbottom coannihilation (green) and stau coannihilation (blue). The diagonal lines indicate the
mass splittings of 0, 1.7 (mτ ), 4.2 (mb), and 7 GeV as references.
by the light CP-even Higgs and the heavy CP-even Higgs with negative µ parameter. These
constructions could further reduce the direct detection rate for our A1, H1-funnels and stau
coannihilation solutions.
The left panel of Fig. 3 shows the relic density versus the mass splitting |mA1,H1 −
2mχ˜01 |/mA1,H1 for the A1, H1-funnel region. The deviation from the pole mass is typically
less than 15% to satisfy the relic density constraints, with |mA1,H1 − 2mχ˜01 | . 12 GeV. The
interplay among the LSP’s couplings to the resonant Higgs mediator, the Higgs couplings
to SM particles, and the resonance enhancement in the early universe determines the
relic density. For larger deviations from the resonance region, there are non-negligible
Z mediated contributions (indicated by grey points in Fig. 3), which is emphasized in
Refs. [31, 60].
The right panel of Fig. 3 shows the mass of sbottom/stau versus neutralino LSP for
the sbottom/stau coannihilation regions. For the sbottom, imposing loose relic density
requirement and collider constraints yields that 2 GeV < mb˜1 − mχ˜01 < 7 GeV. Most
points that satisfy the direct detection fall in the region of 2 GeV < mb˜1 − mχ˜01 < mb,
which typically have a suppressed relic density. Only very few points survive both the
dark matter direct detection and tight relic density requirement with mχ˜01 ∼ 20 GeV and
mb˜1 −mχ˜01 ∼ 6 GeV. For the stau, imposing direct detection bound does not restrict the
mass regions further, while imposing the tight relic density requirement favors slightly
larger stau masses.
It is informative to understand the DM LSP nature in terms of the gaugino, Higgsino
and Singlino components N21j . This is shown in Figs. 4 and Fig. 5, for the A1, H1-funnel
region and the stau, sbottom coannihilation regions, respectively, as a function of the LSP
mass.
As seen in Fig. 4, for the A1, H1-funnel case, the dark matter could either be Bino
(dark black dots) or Singlino (light black dots) dominated, or as a mixture of these two. For
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Figure 4. The LSP DM candidate components N21j as a function of its mass in the A1, H1-funnel
region with tight relic constraints. The left panel is for the Bino-like LSP (N211 > 0.5) and the right
panel is for Singlino-like LSP (N215 > 0.5).
Figure 5. The LSP DM candidate components N21j as a function of its mass for stau coannihi-
lation with the Bino-like LSP (left panel) and the Singlino-like LSP (middle panel) and sbottom
coannihilation (right panel) with the loose relic density constraint.
a Bino-like LSP (left panel), the H˜d component is typically larger: about 0.5%−5% while
H˜u component is suppressed, . 0.1%. For a Singlino-like LSP (right panel), it features
a larger H˜u component: around 1% to 10%, while H˜d fraction is much more suppressed.
These features are direct results of the mixing matrix as shown in Eq. (2.6) and Eq. (2.9).
As seen in Fig. 5, the stau coannihilation case can have the LSP being dominantly
Bino-like (left panel) with a Higgsino fraction up to about 5% (mostly H˜d), or dominantly
Singlino-like (middle panel) with a Higgsino fraction up to about 20% (mostly H˜u). The
Singlino-like LSP case usually has a larger relic density due to the suppressed coupling to
the stau coannihilator. The sbottom coannihilation case (right panel) has a much smaller
fraction of Higgsino component 0.5% or less, with LSP being mostly Bino-like.
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Finally, we want to comment on the degree of mass degeneracy for these solutions.
For the funnel case, the requirement is mostly for hitting the resonance with the LSP
pair. For a measure defined as |mH1/A1 − 2mχ˜01 |/mH1/A1 , about 10% mass split in the
neutralino and singlet-like Higgs sector is more than sufficient to provide viable solutions as
shown in Fig. 3. For the sfermion coannihilation, several requirements need to be satisfied
simultaneously. One requirement is the nearly degenerate masses of the coannihilator
and the LSP, as enforced by the LEP constraints and effective coannihilation. The other
requirement is to have the appropriate amount of L-R mixing while keeping the heavier
eigenstate heavier than hundreds of GeV, as enforced by Z-boson width constraint, collider
searches on sfermions, and the decays of the SM-like Higgs boson. This tuning leads to the
lack of solutions with Z-decoupling sfermions as shown in Fig. 1. Overall, light neutralino
solutions require certain level of tuning, and future searches are likely to either lead to
discovery or push the solutions into much narrower and fine-tuned regions.
2.5 Direct and Indirect Detection
As already discussed in the last section, for the spin-independent (SI) direct detection of all
these three scenarios with the loose relic density constraint, the signal rates vary in a large
range. It is typically mediated by the CP-even Higgs bosons via t-channel exchange. The
partons in the nucleon couple to the MSSM doublet Higgs bosons (or hv and Hv) directly.
The dark matter candidate, which is Bino-like or Singlino-like, couples to the doublet
Higgs bosons through their Higgsino components only, as shown in Eqs. (2.7) and (2.10).
Their direct detection are usually suppressed because the singlet-like Higgs only couples
to the SM fermions weakly, and the doublet Higgs bosons do not couple to the LSP pairs
much. The signal rate could be extended well below the coherent neutrino backgrounds.
Certain tuned scenarios could result in larger SI direct detection, for example, a very
light CP-even Higgs with sizable doublet Higgs fraction [33, 61]. The detection rate for
the sbottom coannihilation scenario, on the other hand, is naturally high, coming from
the additional contribution through the sbottom exchange.5 The next generation direct
detection experiments such as LZ and superCDMS would provide us valuable insights into
very large portion of the allowed parameter space with the increased sensitivity of several
orders of magnitude.
We show the scaled proton Spin-Dependent (SD) cross section in the left panel of
Fig. 6. All the viable solutions has the spin-dependent cross sections of the order 10−4 pb
or smaller, below the current limits from various dark matter direct detection experiments.
For these solutions through the funnels and coannihilations, the usual connection among
the annihilation, direct detection, indirect detection and collider searches through crossing
5A recent study shows that the pole region resides at mb˜ = mχ˜01
−mb instead of mb˜ = mb + mχ˜01 [57].
Given that the sbottom mass is always larger than the corresponding LSP mass, we are away from this pole
region. In our analyses, we correct the direct detection cross sections calculated by MicrOMEGAs [53] by
replacing the values for points near the fake pole of mb˜ = mb +mχ˜01
with points of the same sbottom mass
away from the pole, which well approximates the results in Ref. [57] in the relevant regions.
5Indirect searches on neutrinos from some specific DM annihilation in the SUN by ICECUBE [63] and
Baksan Underground Scintillator Telescope [64] are translated into model-dependent bounds on SD direct
detection rate, yielding more stringent bounds on neutrino-rich annihilation modes.
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Figure 6. The scaled proton spin-dependent direct detection rate (left panel) and the indirect
detection rate (right panel) versus the neutralino DM mass. Red, green and blue dots are for the
solutions in A1, H1-funnels, sbottom and stau coannihilation scenarios, respectively. The solid lines
on the left panel correspond to exclusions on σSDp from SIMPLE [5], PICASSO [6], COUPP [7], and
XENON100 [62].5 The solid (dashed) line on the right panel corresponds to exclusion on indirect
detection rate from Fermi-LAT [11] with bb¯ (τ+τ−) annihilation mode. The shaded region are the
preferred low velocity annihilation cross section to account for the gamma ray excess with 35 GeV
Majorana DM annihilating into bb¯ [65].
diagrams is not always valid. It needs to be examined in a scenario and model specific
manner. Due to the Majorana nature of the neutralino LSP, only the CP-even Higgs
bosons could mediate the SI direct detection, and only the axial vector current through Z-
boson contributes to the SD direct detection. In addition, there are squark contributions to
the direct detection, which leads to large SI direct detection rate for sbottom coannihilation
scenario as discussed in previous sections. As a result, the SD direct detection provides a
complementary probe for the neutralino LSP’s couplings to the Z boson. This is especially
true even in some of the “blind spot” scenarios.
In the right panel of Fig. 6 we show the low velocity DM annihilation rate in the
current epoch for different light DM scenarios, together with the 95% C.L. exclusions on the
indirect detection rate from Fermi-LAT [11]. Majority of our solutions satisfy the indirect
detection constraints. Note that the low-velocity DM annihilation rate could be either
larger or smaller than the usual WIMP thermal relic preferred value of ∼ 2×10−26 cm3s−1
(assuming s-wave dominance). This is because the DM annihilation rate at low velocity
does not necessarily correspond to the thermal averaged dark matter annihilation 〈σv〉
around the time of the dark matter freezing out. When far away from the resonance, the
s-channel CP-odd (CP-even) Higgs exchange corresponds to s-wave (p-wave) annihilation.
While low velocity annihilation rate for the s-wave annihilation is similar to the thermal
freezing out rate due to the velocity independence, the rate for p-wave annihilation today is
much lower comparing to the early universe due to velocity suppression. Furthermore, this
simple connection between mediator CP property and partial wave no longer holds when
near the resonance region, when full kinematics needs to be taken into account in numerical
studies. In particular, for the funnel region with 2mχ˜01 > mA1,H1 (2mχ˜01 < mA1,H1), low
velocity rate should be higher (lower) than the freezing out annihilation rate due to the
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increase (decrease) of resonant enhancement. The bulk of our funnel region solutions
corresponds to the 2mχ˜01 < mA1,H1 case, as a result of the combined constraints imposed.
Interestingly, our results indicate that possible solutions exist for those regions pre-
ferred by the GeV gamma-ray excess from the Galactic Center [20], which is indicated by
the grey region in the right panel of Fig. 6. While the astro-physical sources for explanation
of the excess could be very subtle with different subtraction scheme resulting in different
shapes of excess, or even no excess, this observation has stimulated several interesting
discussions recently [65, 66]. As shown in later sections, the dominant decay for funnel
mediators is bb¯, which serves as a good candidate for the gamma-ray source. For the stau
and sbottom coannihilations, the main annihilation channels for the LSP pairs are τ+τ−
and bb¯, with the former yielding a different gamma ray spectrum. The predicted gamma-
ray excess spectra could vary in shape in many different ways in a given model such as
(N)MSSM due to various composition of annihilation products. With more data collected
and analyzed, confirmation of the gamma-ray excess and a robust extraction of the excess
shape would help pin down the source and shed light on the underlying theory. The three
light neutralino LSP DM scenarios provide an important framework with their different
annihilation modes, yielding a range of soft to hard gamma-ray spectra to confront the
potential excess data.
3 LHC Observables
Collider experiments provide a crucial testing ground for the WIMP light dark matter
scenarios. In the NMSSM, guided by the light A1 and H1 in the funnel region, the light
sbottom and stau in the coannihilation regions, we discuss the collider implications of
the three light dark matter solutions on observables related to the SM-like Higgs boson,
searches for light scalars and Missing Transverse Energy (MET) signals.
3.1 Modifications to the SM-like Higgs Boson Properties
The observation of a SM-like Higgs boson imposes strong constraints on the extensions of
the SM Higgs sector. In particular, one of the CP-even Higgs bosons in the NMSSM is
required to have very similar properties to the SM Higgs boson. As a result, any deviation
of this SM-like Higgs boson from hv state is tightly constrained. Moreover, decays of the
SM-like Higgs boson to these newly accessible states of χ˜01χ˜
0
1, A1A1, H1H1, τ˜
+
1 τ˜
−
1 and b˜1b˜
∗
1
could reduce the Higgs branching fractions to the SM particles, which are constrained by
the current experimental results as well. Furthermore, new light charged sparticles such as
sbottom and stau could modify the loop-induced Higgs couplings such as Higgs to diphoton.
We examine the cross sections of the dominant channels for the SM-like Higgs boson
search, as well as the Higgs decay branching fractions to those new light states. In Fig. 7,
we show the ratios of the cross sections with respect to the SM value σ/σSM of gg →
HSM → WW/ZZ versus that of gg → HSM → γγ for the 126 GeV SM-like Higgs. The
γγ channel remains correlated with the WW/ZZ channel, with the cross section ratios
to the SM values varying between 0.7 − 1.2. Since the W -loop dominates the Higgs to
diphoton coupling, deviations from the diagonal line come from the variation of other loop
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Figure 7. The cross section ratios σ(gg → HSM →WW/ZZ)/σSM versus σ(gg → HSM → γγ)/σSM
for the SM-like Higgs. The A1, H1-funnels, sbottom coannihilation, stau coannihilation solutions
are in red, green and blue dots, respectively. A black dashed line with slope 1 is shown as a reference.
Figure 8. Left panel: branching fractions of the SM-like Higgs boson decaying to new light Higgs
channels A1A1 (magenta and orange), and H1H1 (black) versus the hv fraction (ξ
hv
SM)
2 of the SM-
like Higgs boson. Right panel: branching fractions of the SM-like Higgs boson decaying to χ˜01χ˜
0
1
(red), b˜1b˜
∗
1 (green) and τ˜
+
1 τ˜
−
1 (blue) versus partial widths of these modes for Z boson.
contributions such as the (s)fermion-loop. Importantly, although we have new light charged
states such as sbottom and stau that could modify the Higgs to diphoton coupling, it does
not show large deviations. Their limited contributions result from indirect constraints
imposed on the Higgs boson decays to these light sfermions pairs. Beyond the mass range
of our current interest, dedicated scan for stau around 100 GeV may still give very large
enhancement in the diphoton rate, as discussed in detail in Ref. [67].
We show the decay branching fractions of the SM-like Higgs boson to the new states
in Fig. 8. The left panel shows the branching fractions of HSM → A1A1, H1H1. We
see that the exotic decays can be as large as 40% and still consistent with the current
Higgs measurements. Given the possible decay final states of A1 and H1 to ττ , bb¯ or γγ,
dedicated searches for these exotic multi-body decays of the SM-like Higgs could be fruitful
in studying these solutions [44, 52]. A generic 7-parameter fit with extrapolation shows the
LHC 14 TeV could bound the exotic decays of the Higgs boson up to 14− 18% (7− 11%)
with 330 (3000) fb−1 of integrated luminosity [68], assuming the couplings of the Higgs
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boson to W and Z not exceeding the SM values [69].
The right panel in Fig. 8 shows the branching fractions of HSM → χ˜01χ˜01, τ˜+1 τ˜−1 and
b˜1b˜
∗
1 versus contributions to the Z-boson width. The invisible decay channel χ˜
0
1χ˜
0
1 (red)
shows some correlations between Z and HSM decay because both are mediated through
the Higgsino component. The invisible branching fraction of the SM-like Higgs boson
could be quite sizable, reaching 30%− 40%. While the current LHC limits on the invisible
Higgs decay via the ZH and VBF channels are relatively weak [41–43], future measure-
ments will certainly improve the sensitivity to further probe this important missing energy
channel [70].
The Higgs boson couplings to sfermion receive contributions from D-term, F-term and
trilinear soft SUSY breaking terms, resulting in a generally non-correlated decay branching
fractions to b˜1b˜
∗
1 (green) and τ˜
+
1 τ˜
−
1 (blue) comparing to the corresponding decays of the
Z boson. These decay branching fractions could be as large as 30%. However, given the
small mass splitting between the mass of the sbottom/stau with that of the LSP, all the SM
decay products would be too soft to be identifiable in the LHC environment. In practice,
those channels could be counted as the invisible modes.
3.2 Non-SM Light Higgs Bosons
Non-SM light Higgs bosons are particularly important in the A1, H1-funnel solutions and
may as well exist for sbottom and stau coannihilation solutions. They are well-motivated in
the PQ-limit NMSSM. These light scalars are usually singlet-dominant, but they have non-
negligible mixing with the MSSM doublet Higgs bosons in the case of the A1, H1-funnel
solutions.
The two panels on the left of Fig. 9 show the couplings of A1 and H1 to quarks, gluons
and gauge bosons, normalized to the SM values, versus the doublet fractions as defined
in Eq. (2.5). For A1, the couplings squared roughly scale with the MSSM CP-odd Higgs
fraction (ξA1 )
2. The couplings to the up-type quarks are further suppressed by 1/ tanβ while
the couplings to the down-type quarks are enhanced by tanβ, which could reach ∼ 0.1 for
|gd/gSMd |2 despite the small (ξA1 )2. Loop induced A1 coupling to gluon is dominated by the
bottom loop, therefore roughly the same order as the normalized A1dd¯ coupling. The H1
couplings to SM particles are through its hv and Hv components. hv couples in the same
way as the SM Higgs, while Hv couples to the up- and down-type quarks with a factor
of 1/ tanβ and tanβ of the corresponding SM Higgs couplings, and does not couple to
W and Z at all. H1dd¯ and H1gg couplings squared span over a while range for a given
(ξhv1 )
2 + (ξHv1 )
2, while H1uu¯ and H1V V scale with (ξ
hv
1 )
2 + (ξHv1 )
2 almost linearly.
We show the leading decay branching fractions of the light Higgs bosons for the A1, H1-
funnel cases in the two right panels of Fig. 9. The decays of both CP-even and CP-odd Higgs
boson show clear τ+τ− dominance at lower masses and bb¯ dominance once above the bb¯
threshold. It is interesting to note that the invisible mode for A1 → χ˜01χ˜01 is competitive to
τ+τ− below the bb¯ threshold, and increasingly important for larger mA1 comparing with the
bb¯ mode. This is because the higher DM mass, the more annihilation contribution through
Z-boson (for example, the Z-funnel emphasized in Ref. [31]) could be in effect, allowing
either larger deviation of the dark matter from A1 pole and larger branching fraction of
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Figure 9. Left panels: squared normalized couplings of the light CP-even, CP-odd Higgs bosons to
up-type quarks (brown), down-type quarks (blue), gluon pair (pink) and weak boson pairs (orange)
versus their doublet fraction: (ξA1 )
2 for A1 (upper panel) and (ξ
hv
1 )
2 + (ξHv1 )
2 for H1 (lower panel)
in the funnel regions. Right panels: branching fractions of light Higgs bosons A1, H1 to χ˜
0
1χ˜
0
1 (red),
bb¯ (green) and τ+τ− (blue) and A1A1 (brown) final states for the funnel regions.
A1 to LSP pair. For the H1 decays on the other hand, the invisible mode H1 → χ˜01χ˜01 is
less competitive and typically below 30%. A new interesting channel H1 → A1A1 opens
up when kinematically allowed, which could reach as large as 80%.
These light Higgs bosons can be produced either indirectly from the decay of heavier
Higgs bosons or directly from the SM-like processes through their suppressed MSSM dou-
blet Higgs components. The former indirect production has many unique features. One of
the important cases has been discussed in the previous section as HSM → A1A1. Many
other interesting channels have also been discussed in Refs. [44, 71].
The direct production cross sections at the LHC could still be quite sizable, benefited
from the large phase space and high parton luminosity at low x. We calculate the cross
sections of these light Higgs bosons by extrapolating SM Higgs cross sections [72] to low
mass regions and scaling with the corresponding squared couplings. The production cross
sections for various channels are shown in Fig. 10. The gluon fusion remains to be the
leading production mode, and is typically of the order of pb. For the light A1, because its
coupling to the top quark is suppressed by tanβ, the tt¯A1 cross section are as low as tens
of ab, while bb¯A1 cross section could reach as high as pb level. For the light H1, it usually
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Figure 10. Total cross sections at the 14 TeV LHC for the light A1 (left panel) and H1 (right panel),
from the gluon fusion (ggF), Vector Boson Fusion (VBF), Vector boson associated production
(V H1), and bb¯, tt¯ associated production.
Figure 11. Neutralino DM production from Higgs decays at the 14 TeV LHC as a function of Higgs
boson mass. Left panel is for ZH,WH and VBF production, and right panel is for tt¯H/A, bb¯H/A
associated production.
mixes more with the hv, resulting in sub pb level tt¯H1 and bb¯H1 cross sections. The light
CP-even Higgs boson also couples to the weak bosons. The VBF and Z/WH1 associated
production rate range from sub fb to sub pb.
As discussed in the last section, one of the promising channels to search at the LHC
is the Higgs boson to invisible mode [42, 43]. This study can be naturally carried out with
the Higgs bosons other than the SM-like one. In Fig. 11 we show the cross sections for the
Higgs bosons produced in channels of tt¯H/A, bb¯H/A, WH/ZH, as well as VBF, with the
subsequent decay of Higgs bosons into a neutralino LSP pair as the invisible mode. For
V H and VBF, the cross section rate could be as large as 10 fb to 1 pb for production via a
relatively light Higgs, reaching a maximum near mHSM ≈ 125 GeV. This is because VVH
coupling is maximized for the SM-like Higgs. We note that given the fact that the SM-like
Higgs boson must take up a large portion of hv in the doublet, such associated production
will be correspondingly suppressed for other Higgs bosons. On the other hand, the bb¯H/A
and tt¯H/A production cross sections reach their maximal allowed value around 80 GeV
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SRA SRB
mCT ≥ 250 GeV ≥ 300 GeV ≥ 350 GeV
95% C.L. upper limit
0.45 0.37 0.26 1.3
σvis (fb)
σsig (fb) 0.20 0.19 0.17 137
Table 4. Summary of the ATLAS sbottom search results on the upper bound of signal cross section
σvis [50], and the sbottom signal cross section σsig after selection cuts for the benchmark point of
mb˜1 = 20 GeV and mχ˜01 = 14 GeV from our study, in the two signal regions SRA and SRB.
and fall below 1 fb for mH/A & 600 GeV.
We have also included contributions from the solutions of both A1, H1-funnels and
coannihilations. In principle, the coannihilation regions do not necessarily have light Higgs
bosons in presence, nor the Higgs bosons have large branching fractions to DM pairs.
Nevertheless, Higgs bosons could help enhance the DM signals, especially for the Singlino-
like one. These processes can be triggered in the LHC experiments with large MET plus
the other companioning SM particles. Besides the typical search for `` or `ν+ 6ET and VBF
jets + 6ET , other possible search channels include the heavy quark associated production
tt¯ + 6ET and bb¯ + 6ET . It is also known that one could take the advantage of the Initial
State Radiation (ISR) of a photon or a jet for DM pair production. Such searches have
been carried out in terms of effective operators [73] at the LHC for mono-photon and
mono-jet searches [17]. These searches should be interpreted carefully in our case through
Higgs portal, due to the existence of the relatively light particles in the spectrum (see, e.g.,
Ref. [74]).
3.3 Light Sfermions
It is of intrinsic interest to study the viability of the light sfermions at the LHC. Usual
sfermion searches at the LHC tag the energetic visible part of the sfermion decay, requiring
a larger mass gap between the sfermion and neutralino LSP. In this section, we discuss the
LHC implications for these light sfermions with compressed spectra.
The light sbottom has to be very degenerate with the LSP to avoid the LEP constraints
as shown in Eq. (2.16): ∆m = mb˜1 − mχ˜01 . 7 GeV. This very special requirement has
important kinematical and dynamical consequences and it leads to two distinctive regimes
for the sbottom search at the LHC.
For ∆m > mb, the prompt decay of b˜1 → bχ˜01 would result in 2b + /ET final state for
sbottom pair production. Given the softness of the b jets with energy of a few GeV, these
events have to be triggered by demanding large /ET or a very energetic jet from initial or
final state radiation. As a result, the b jet from sbottom though soft in the sbottom rest
frame, can be boosted and can be even triggered on. However, the signal cross section is
reduced by orders of magnitude with the requirement of large /ET or a energetic jet.
ATLAS has performed the sbottom searches for 2b+ /ET and bb¯j+ /ET final states [50]
at the 8 TeV LHC with 20 fb−1 integrated luminosity, and a similar CMS analysis has
used the 7 TeV data with HT and variable αT to reject backgrounds with 0, 1, 2 and 3
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b-jets [75]. While current studies focus on the sbottom mass between 100 − 700 GeV with
∆m ≥ 15 GeV, we adopted the same cuts used in their analyses to put bounds on the light
sbottom in the sbottom coannihilation scenario.
For illustration, we choose a sbottom mass to be 20 GeV and a neutralino LSP mass
to be 14 GeV. We generate the events using MadGraph5 [76] at parton level. In Table 4,
we list the 95% C.L. upper limit on σvis from the ATLAS analysis [50] for two signal
regions: SRA, mostly sensitive to bb¯+ 6ET final state, and SRB, mostly sensitive to bb¯j+ 6ET
final state. This search mainly relies on large MET with two b-tagged jets and requires
additional hard jet in SRB [50]. The last row of Table 4 gives the signal cross sections
after all cuts, σsig, for the chosen benchmark point in the sbottom coannihilation region.
We see that the bb¯+ /ET search does not provide a meaningful bound for the light sbottom
case, which could be attributed to the inefficient choice of the acceptance cuts, optimized
for sbottom mass of hundreds of GeV. The bb¯j + /ET search in SRB, on the other hand,
provides far more stringent bound that rules out the light sbottom prompt decay case with
∆m = mb˜−mχ˜01 > mb. Varying the light sbottom mass and neutralino LSP mass does not
alter the results much since the triggers and cuts are on the order of hundred GeV.
For ∆m < mb, the tree-level 2-body decay is kinematically inaccessible and its decay
lifetime is most likely longer than the QCD hadronization scale of (10−12 − 10−13) second.
A sbottom would first hadronize into a “R-hadron” [77]. If the R-hadron subsequently
decays in the detector, the small mass difference would lead to very soft decay products
with little MET and thus escape the detection at the LHC. These events may have to
be triggered on by demanding a highly energetic jet from initial or final state radiation,
recoiling against large MET. The requirement of large MET or a leading jet of hundreds
of GeV reduces its signal cross section by several orders of magnitude. The overwhelming
hadronic backgrounds at the LHC environment would render this weak signal impossible.
If the R-hadron decays within the detector with favorable displacement, an interesting
possibility of displaced vertex search at the LHC with high pT jet recoiling against sbottom
pairs may be sensitive to such a scenario, see Ref. [78]. If the R-hadron, on the other hand,
is quasi-stable and is charged (CHArged Massive Particle CHAMP), it could lead to a
soft charged track in the detector. Searching for such signals is interesting, but typically
challenging at the LHC [79]. On the other hand, such a light and long-live charged R-
hadron has been excluded by CHAMP searches at the LEP [80].
In the stau coannihilation scenario, there is typically a light stau of mass between 32
and 45 GeV, which degenerates with the neutralino LSP with a small mass splitting of less
than 3 − 5 GeV. It is known that searching for slepton signals at the LHC is extremely
challenging because of the low signal rate and large SM backgrounds [81]. The direct
pair production for stau at the LHC is via the s-channel γ/Z exchanges. The electroweak
coupling and p-wave behavior render the production rate characteristically small. With the
leading decay of stau to tau plus LSP, the final state signal τ˜+τ˜− → τ+τ−+ 6ET encounters
the overwhelming SM backgrounds such as W+W− → τ+τ− + 6ET . Furthermore, the
nearly degenerate mass relation for our favorable DM solutions further reduces the missing
energy, thus making the signal more difficult to identify over the SM backgrounds. For
stau pair production in association with an additional energetic jet or photon, the extra
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jet/photon momentum kicks the stau pair and could result in a larger missing energy.
However, W+W−+nj background would still be overly dominating, which makes the stau
detection very challenging at the LHC. For some related studies, see Ref. [82].
The existing LHC searches on neutralino/chargino with cascaded decay via stau can
be viewed as stau searches and the analyses relied on two tagged taus with MT2 cut [81].
The minimal MT2 cut of 90 ∼ 110 GeV makes these searches insensitive to our light stau
solutions which typically have a much smaller MT2.
4 Rescue the Coannihilation DM Signals at the ILC
The electron-positron collider is a much cleaner machine in comparison with hadron col-
liders. The designed center of mass (c.m.) energy of the ILC will be well above the light
DM threshold of our current interest, and thus will be sufficient to produce the DM pair
with substantial kinetic energy. It would help to overcome the difficulties encountered at
the LHC for the signals of sfermion coannihilation scenarios. In this section, we choose
to study this class of signals at the International Linear Collider (ILC) with c.m. energies√
s = 250 GeV and 500 GeV. We focus on studying the signal sensitivity to the stau and
sbottom with near degeneracy in mass with the neutralino LSP.
Motivated by our earlier discussion on DM solutions and considering the Z decay width
constraints, we set the sbottom and stau decouple from the Z-boson for simplicity. With
such a conservative choice, the pair productions of sbottom and stau are mainly mediated
by an s-channel photon with the standard QED vector-like coupling. The unpolarized
electromagnetic production of a pair of charged scalars has the canonical cross section
formula
σ =
piα2
3s
Kc Q
2 β3 , β =
√
1− 4m
2
s
,
where Kc = 3(1) is the color factor for a color triplet (singlet), β is the velocity, and Q is
the electromagnetic charge. As expected, above the threshold, the sbottom pair production
cross section is about one third of stau pair due to its electromagnetic charge and color
factor. For a light sbottom and stau, the cross sections at 250 GeV ILC are about 130
fb and 400 fb, respectively, while the cross sections at 500 ILC are about a factor of four
smaller.
For the stau pair production, the mass splitting ∆m ≥ mτ would yield the prompt
decay of τ˜ → τ χ˜01 with a typical lifetime of 10−22 − 10−19 second [83]. The parent stau
momentum and the energy range of the decay product τ are, respectively,
pτ˜ =
√
s
2
βτ˜ ,
√
s
4
∆m
mτ˜
(1− βτ˜ ) . Eτ .
√
s
4
∆m
mτ˜
(1 + βτ˜ ).
LEP analysis on such decay mode is sensitive to mass splitting around 4 GeV or above given
its integrated luminosity.6 The selection efficiency decreases quickly as the mass splitting
6For details, see Ref. [48]. Tagged acoplanary tau leptons are required to be back-to-back in the central
region, etc., to reduce the main γγ → τ+τ− background and W+W− background. The energy of the tau
leptons is selected to be harder than the γγ events but softer than the W+W− events.
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decreases, ranging from 5% to 1% for stau mass of 30− 45 GeV with ∆m ≈ mτ [48]. The
background for such optimized analysis is very low and the search is essentially statistically
limited. For ILC at 250/500 GeV, very similar search could be conducted and the sensitivity
will be significantly improved. The decay products in the final state will be rather energetic,
especially for 500 GeV ILC. With the high luminosity of the ILC design, even given the
percent level signal selection efficiency, more than a thousand signal events are expected
for our stau coannihilation scenario at ILC 250 GeV with 250 fb−1 designed integrated
luminosity. As for the backgrounds, taus from W+W− will typically be harder and can be
separated from the signal. The γγ → τ+τ− background, on the other hand, will increase
but can be reduced by adjusting the tau tagging energy threshold and the acoplanarity.
Therefore, this region can be fully explored by the ILC through stau pair production with
tagged tau leptons. Further kinematical features with the DM mass determination at the
ILC has been recently studied in detail [84].
For the case ∆m < mτ , which typically corresponds to the stau coannihilation solution
with reduced relic density, the virtual tau decay is dominated by the kinematical accessible
modes τ∗ → ντpi and then τ∗ → ντ ν¯µµ, ντ ν¯ee. The stau lifetime thus varies in a large range
of 10−7 − 100 second7 [83]. Generically, the stau is stable in the scale of the detectors and
thus behaves like a highly-ionized charged track. The CHAMP searches at LEP already
excluded this scenario in the mass region of current interest [80].
For the sbottom pair production, the very stringent constraint from the LHC already
ruled out the prompt decay channel b˜ → bχ˜01 for ∆m > mb, as presented in Sec. 3.3. The
sbottom for ∆m < mb would lead to long-lived R-hadrons, or decaying R-hadrons within
the detector with or without displaced vertices. As discussed earlier, the CHAMP search at
the LEP excluded long-lived charged R-hadron case [80]. While the searches for the prompt
R-hadrons at the LHC are very challenging as discussed earlier, the signal sensitivity at the
ILC would be significantly improved, covering the full mass range of the current interest.
In particular, at the 500 GeV ILC, the sbottom decay products could be energetic enough
and a series of kinematic cuts could help to separate the SM backgrounds, similar to the
discussions for the stau case.
With the well-determined kinematics at a lepton collider, the ILC could be utilized
to measure the masses of the sfermion and the LSP, particularly suitable for the two-step
decays [84].
5 Summary and Conclusions
Identifying particle dark matter is of fundamental importance in particle physics. Search-
ing for a light dark matter particle is always strongly motivated because of the interplay
among the complementary detection of the underground direct search, indirect search with
astro-particle means, and collider studies. Ultimately, the identification of a WIMP dark
matter particle must undergo the consistency check for all of these three detection meth-
ods. In this paper, we discussed the phenomenology of the light (< 40 GeV) neutralino
DM candidates in the framework of the NMSSM. We performed a comprehensive scan
7The upper bound is due to the consideration of not spoiling the Bing Bang Nucleosynthesis.
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over 15 parameters as shown in Table 2. We implemented the current constraints from
the collider searches at LEP, the Tevatron and the LHC, the direct detection bounds, and
the relic abundance considerations. We illustrated the qualitative nature of the neutralino
dark matter solutions in Table 1. We provided extensive discussions for the complemen-
tarity among the underground direct detection, astro-physical indirect detection, and the
searches at the LHC and ILC. Our detailed results are summarized as follows.
• Viable light DM solutions: We found solutions characterized by three scenarios: (i)
A1, H1-funnels, (ii) stau coannihilation and (iii) sbottom coannihilation, as listed in
Table 1. The A1, H1-funnels and stau coannihilation could readily provide the right
amount of dark matter abundance within the 2σ Planck region (Figs. 2 and 3). The
sbottom coannihilation solutions typically result in a much lower relic density. This
under-abundance could also occur for A1, H1-funnel solutions if mA1/H1 ≈ 2mχ˜01 ,
and for stau coannihilation solutions if the LSP is Bino-like.
• Features of the light DM solutions: The neutralino LSP could either be Bino-like,
Singlino-like or an admixture (Figs. 4 and 5). For the A1, H1-funnels, the light Higgs
bosons A1/H1 are very singlet-like. They serve as the nearly resonant mediators for
the DM annihilation. For the stau coannihilation, the stau usually needs large L-R
mixing or Z decay kinematic suppression to avoid the Z boson total width constraint,
and it could be as light as 32 GeV. For the sbottom coannihilation, the sbottom
is mostly right handed and could be as light as 16 GeV given the Z total width
consideration as well as other collider constraints (Fig. 1).
• Direct detection: The direct detection rates for the three types of solutions vary
in a large range. For the sbottom coannihilation with the right amount of DM relic
abundance, the SI direct detection rate is usually high, due to the effective bottom
content in the nuclei. The SD direct detection provides complementary probes to
the DM axial-vector couplings to Z boson and light squark exchanges. The three
kinds of solutions could have very low SI direct detection rate, some extend into the
regime of the coherent neutrino-nucleus scattering background. The next generation
of direct detection such as LZ, SuperCDMS and SNOLAB experiments would provide
us valuable insights into very large portion of the allowed parameter space (Figs. 2
and 6).
• Indirect detection: The low velocity annihilation cross sections for these solutions
also vary in a large range, usually prefer a rate lower than the canonical value of
s-wave dominance assumption. For the A1, H1-funnels, the resonance feature allows
some larger rates in the current epoch. Interestingly, it naturally provides a dark
matter candidate for the GeV gamma-ray excess with ∼ 35 GeV LSP pair that
mainly annihilates into bb¯. For sbottom and stau coannihilations, the corresponding
annihilations are mainly into bb¯ and τ+τ−, with the later yielding different gamma-
ray spectra (Fig. 6).
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• SM Higgs physics: The decays of the SM-like Higgs boson may be modified appre-
ciably (Fig. 7), and its new decay channels to the light SUSY particles, including the
invisible mode to the LSP DM particle, may be sizable (Fig. 8).
• New light Higgs physics: The new light CP-even and CP-odd Higgs bosons will decay
to the LSP DM particle, as well as other observable final states (Fig. 9), leading to
interesting new Higgs phenomenology at colliders. The search for a light singlet-like
Higgs boson is usually difficult at the LHC due to the low production rates (Fig. 10)
and the large SM backgrounds. The searches for pair produced singlet-like Higgs
bosons via the decay of the SM-like Higgs as in Fig. 8 and production of LSP pairs
through Higgs portals as in Fig. 11 may improve the signal sensitivity at the LHC.
• Collider searches for the light sfermions: For the sbottom coannihilation, our recast
of the current LHC searches for heavier sbottom shows that the case of ∆m > mb
has been ruled out given the analysis of the sbottom pair production with a hard ISR
jet. For the case of ∆m < mb, the long-lived charged R-hadron has been excluded by
the LEP search, and the only viable case left would be a promptly decaying sbottom
(or an R-hadron) that could escape the LHC search due to the softness in decay
products, but will be covered at the ILC by searching for events with large missing
energy plus charged tracks or displaced vertices.
For the stau coannihilation, searches at the LHC would be prohibitively difficult with
the nearly degenerate masses. A lepton collider, however, comes to the rescue: For
the case of ∆m < mτ , the stau is most likely long-lived and has been excluded by the
LEP search. For the case of ∆m > mτ , the ILC will definitely be capable of covering
this scenario.
Overall, a light WIMP DM candidate remains to be of great interest both experimen-
tally and theoretically. A light neutralino DM in the NMSSM may result in rich physics
connecting all the current and the upcoming endeavors of the underground direct detec-
tion, astro-physical indirect searches, and collider signals related to the Higgs bosons and
new light sfermions.
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